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DATA STORIES
Data Stories (datastories.cc) is a community of

a wide array of industries, to support learners in

data analyses to explain a few findings from data

learners, educators, and trailblazers, with 100

developing a keen understanding of how to think

analysis through the power of stories. Many young

members from 20 states in the USA. Data Stories

like a computer scientist or data analyst.

people are deeply invested and compelled to

provides access to free instructional materials

share their own stories. By injecting thoughtful

Cameron Fadjo, the founder of Data Stories,

and activities (both self-guided and teacher-led),

explains that its founding came out of the

analyses and compelling visual elements into a

and online after-school clubs and programs, to

pandemic. “After years and years of working to

story being shared by a young person, we believe

give students an opportunity to delve into the

elevate the visibility of computer science education

the story is elevated and is potentially more

fundamentals of data science, analytics, and data

in K-12 education, the possibility that the pandemic

credible when there are facts and findings to

storytelling. Their educational resources use tidy

was going to upend all that work struck a chord

support a position.”

data sets (data that has been cleaned, but not

with me. My inspiration to found Data Stories was

scrubbed) in freely accessible online data analysis

to create a scalable program that meets a critical

school year, Data Stories club organisers will be

and data storytelling platforms.

need (preparing students to become coders and

able to enlist more students in the pursuit of data

analysts in a data-driven world), while empowering

storytelling. “As businesses seek employees who

a generation.”

are able to analyse large amounts of information

Students are allowed to choose individual
topics, and use the data science skills acquired
to support their questions and opinions with

The folk at Data Stories believe that distilling

The hope is that with a return to a semi-regular

and effectively communicate their findings to a

ideas down into key findings, which can then be

wider audience, we think our Data Stories programs

to professionals, students are empowered to use

explained to audiences through storytelling, is

and the larger efforts around data storytelling and

their voice and also gain marketable real-world

a valuable knowledge economy skill. Cameron

data literacy will create numerous professional and

skills. Data Stories also hosts guest speakers from

explains, “Data storytelling is all about using

personal opportunities for generations to come.”
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facts and data sets. By using data sets available

n Distilling ideas down into key findings that can
be explained to audiences through storytelling
is a valuable knowledge economy skill
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